LocPad accessories installation guide
This guide covers installation of three LocPad accessories: The rotating base, landscape / portrait mount, and screw mount
base. These accessories allow the LocPad to be installed and used in various, innovative ways without spoiling the stylish
design of our bestselling tablet security enclosure.

Rotating base install guide
The LocPad rotating base is supplied with two sets of
screws: Long, double threaded screws to attach the base
to the mounting surface and a shorter set of screws to
secure the LocPad neck to the rotating base. Start the
installation process by marking up the outer screw
positions with the surface and drilling the surface
accordingly. Attach the LocPad neck to the base using the
supplied shorter screws and the inner holes before
screwing the entire assembly to the mounting surface
with the double threaded screws. Make sure the power
cable is passed through the hole underneath and
threaded though the cable outlet channel in the base.

Landscape / portrait mount install guide
The landscape / portrait mount fits between the LocPad
neck and the main enclosure to allow the enclosure to be
rotated between landscape and portrait positions. The
LocPad ‘clicks’ into position and requires firm rotation to
move from one position to the other. The mount is supplied
with two sets of screws; a shorter set to attach the mount
to the enclosure and a longer set to attach the neck to the
mount the install process by
Start

Screw mount base install guide

attaching the mount to the neck
using the inner 4 screw holes and
the four longer screws. The
enclosure can then be attached to
the mount and neck from the inside
of the enclosure using the shorter
screws. You will notice there are
four screw holes on the rear of the
enclosure in a wider pattern.. Alight
the mount with these holes.

The screw mount base allows you to
secure the LocPad to a wall or desk
without having to drill all the way
through the surface to the other side. To
install the base, slide the base cover onto
the LocPad mounting tube before
screwing the LocPad neck to the 4 inner
screw holes in the base using the screws
supplied. Feed the power cable through
the power outlet cut-out in the base
before using the supplied self tapping
screws to fix the base to your surface via
the outer 4 screw holes. Lastly, slide the
base cover onto the base to hide the
screw heads.
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